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Rita Hoffman, RAC, Managing Partner Regs & Recall Strategies, LLC and Former FDA CDRH Recall Branch Chief
Rita Hoffman, RAC. Managing Partner Regs & Recall Strategies, LLC .Ms. 
Hoffman has more than 36 years of FDA experience across the device, 
drug and veterinary industries. She has an intimate understanding of FDA 
regulatory and compliance issues from the perspective of both FDA and 
regulated industry. As an FDA compliance consultant, she provides clients 
with regulatory insight, advises on critical compliance deficiencies, 
performs compliance and new product audits, provides insight and 
guidance on recall strategies to the medical device industry, and advises 
on jurisdiction determinations for combination products.

Ms. Hoffman retired from the FDA in January 2011 as the Recall Branch Chief for the 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH), where she was responsible for 
oversight and review for all medical device recalls. Ms. Hoffman held several positions 
including the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) Jurisdiction Review 
Officer (providing guidance on drug/device product designation, combination products 
and co-packaging), Acting Associate Ombudsman, Small Business Liaison, and was 
a Policy Analyst for eight years in the Office of the Commissioner. She served as 
co-chair of RAPS’ Baltimore/Washington Metropolitan Area Chapter for 2-terms, and 
in 2008 was presented with the Special Recognition Award by RAPS.

Managing Your Complaints and Obstacles in Post-
Market Requirements -- Results from Top Medical Device 
Observations During an Inspection

2-Day Virtual Seminar by Ex-FDA Official (New course materials has been added)

By: Rita Hoffman, RAC, Managing Partner Regs & Recall Strategies, LLC and Former FDA CDRH Recall Branch Chief

Dates: July 22-23, 2020 (10:00 AM - 4:00 PM EDT)
Location:  Virtual Training Through WebEx

Various parts of the country are still battling the Coronavirus (COVID-19), we will conduct the class 100% online.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Understand how to comply with complicated Compliant Handling, MDR and Recall 
requirements.

Firms MDR reporting and FDA's handling of reports.

Company preparation in the event of a Recall, recall strategy, notification letter and 
communicating with the FDA.

Minimize your risk of regulatory enforcement actions.

Assist with the creation and maintenance of effective procedures for handling 
complaints, reportable events and recalls.











Understand the relationship and interaction with other quality system elements as they 
relate to complaints and reportable events.

Walk-through of case examples.

Step-By-Step guide to designing Standard Operating Systems for communicating 
process for firm’s success.

Discussion of FDA’s New Guidance’s on Risk and how it interacts with Recalls.
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AGENDA
DAY ONE (10:00 AM – 4:00 PM PDT) DAY TWO: (10:00 AM - 4:00 PM PDT)

Introduction (15 mins)
Session 1
 Complaint Handling and FDA Expectations (90 mins)
Break (15 mins)
Session 2
 Continuation Complaint Handling and FDA Expectations (30 mins)
 Medical Device Reporting Procedures (MDR) Regulations, Procedures, and 
     Malfunctions (60 min)
Lunch Break (45 mins)
Session 3
 Continuation of Medical Device Reporting Procedures (MDR) Regulations, 
     Procedures, and Malfunctions (60 min)
 MDR reporting by firm, agents Voluntary Malfunction Summary Reporting (VMSR)
     and eMDR Discussion (30 min)
Break (15 mins)
Session 4
 Guidance Documents Update (30mins)
 Being Recall Ready (30mins)
 Questions and Recap (10 mins)

Session 1
 Recalls, Definition and Legal Authority Overview (60 mins)
 Corrective and Preventative Actions (CAPA) (30 mins)
Break (15 mins)
Session 2
 Health Hazard Evaluations HHE/HRA (30 mins)
 Elements of a Correction and Removal -- 806 Reporting (45 mins)
Lunch Break (45 mins)
Session 3
 Developing Effective Strategies / Communicating and Negotiating with FDA 
     (45mins)
 Notifications Letters and Press Releases (20 mins)
 Silent Recalls / Product Enhancements and Enforcement Actions (20 mins)
Break (10 mins)
Session 4
 Product Retrieval (20 mins)
 Status Reports (20 mins)
 Effectiveness Checks Follow-up Planning (20 mins)
 Terminating a Recall (15 mins)
 Wrap-up (5 mins)

Post-Market activities, Complaint Handling, MDRs, and Recalls are expensive, time 
consuming, and often lead to more serious financial consequences. Over 80% of FDA 
Inspection target observations for lack of compliance in these areas.

By attending this seminar, you will discover: 

 how to overcome one of the biggest obstacles device manufacturers face

 how the FDA expects you to develop and implement proper handling of 
     complaints reportable or non-reportable, product complaint handling and 
     documentation

 how and when to file Medical Device Reports (MDR), effective and appropriate 
     communication with the appropriate regulatory agencies in the event of a recall.

 how to conduct a correction and removal actions to avoid a recall crisis, including 
     required recordkeeping, expectation from FDA and other regulatory agencies in the 
     event of a recall and key factors in implementing and maintaining compliance with 
     the regulations and real life experiences of FDA.

**New course materials have been added, updated content will include:

 Creating Standard Operating Systems (SOPs) for Post-Market Quality Systems and
 What to expect from the changes in ORA with Inspection Structure Realignment

This Seminar will have you stop spinning your wheels with nonessential activities, and 
leave you with a comprehensive learning package that only Rita Hoffman, a former FDA 
CDRH Recall Branch Chief with experience across the device, drug and veterinary 
industries can provide.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Spend one and a half days in an interactive course led by Ms. Rita Hoffman, 
Former FDA CDRH Recall Branch Chief with over 36 years with FDA and leading 
Industry Expert, who will provide the participants with tools to minimize risk of 
regulatory enforcement actions.
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Cancellations and Substitutions - In-person Seminars:

Written cancellations through fax or email (from the person who has registered for this conference) received at least 10 calendar days prior to the start date of the event will 
receive a refund — less a $300 administration fee. No cancellations will be accepted — nor refunds issued — within 10 calendar days from the start date of the event. On 
request by email or fax (before the seminar) a credit for the amount paid minus administration fees ($300) will be transferred to any future ComplianceOnline event and a 
credit note will be issued. Substitutions may be made at any time. No-shows will be charged the full amount. We discourage onsite registrations, however if you wish to 
register onsite payment to happen through credit card immediately or check to be submitted onsite. Conference material will be given on the spot if it is available after 
distributing to other attendees. In case it is not available we will send the material after the conference is over. In the event ComplianceOnline cancels the seminar, 
ComplianceOnline is not responsible for any airfare, hotel, other costs or losses incurred by registrants. Some topics and speakers may be subject to change without notice.

Cancellations and Substitutions - Virtual Seminars & Webinars:

Written cancellations through fax or email (from the person who has registered for the training) received at least 10 calendar days prior to the start date of the event will 
receive a refund — less a 30% administration fee. No cancellations will be accepted — nor refunds issued — within 10 calendar days from the start date of the event. On 
request by email or fax (before the training) a credit for the amount paid minus administration fees (30%) will be transferred to any future ComplianceOnline event and a 
credit note will be issued. Substitutions may be made at any time. No-shows will be charged the full amount. Some topics and speakers may be subject to change without 
notice.

Note: In view of Coronavirus situation and travel advisory issued, ComplianceOnline will waive off all cancellation charges for the registrations till 
May 30, 2020

REGISTER WITH NO WORRIES 

...................... Registration Form ................................................................................................

Registration Information: 






Register Online. Click Here  Use your American Express, Visa or MasterCard.
Get your group to attend the seminar at a discounted price call +1-201 871 0474.
Call 201 871 0474 or Fax your PO: 253 663 7224 Pay your check to "PMA Conference 
Management” and Mail the check to: PMA  405 Highview Rd, Englewood NJ 07631. Please fill this 
form with attendee details and payment details and fax it to 253 663 7224

Terms & Conditions

Your Registration for the seminar is subject to following terms and conditions. If you  need any clarification before registering for this seminar 
please call us @ 201 871 0474 or email us @ register@pmaconference.com

Payment Options

     Charge to:       Visa       MasterCard       American Express

          Check enclosed

https://fs7.formsite.com/04QYYT/x7pznkeuxg/index.html



